MetalTrace® Product Suite
MetalTrace® sets the standard for quality assurance document management in the metals
industry. Our customers generate a lot of excitement at Trace Applications Inc. when they tell us
how they have found MetalTrace® saves them time and money and has become an invaluable
asset within their organizations.
Quality assurance document management has changed a great deal over the last twenty years
and our customers have asked us to keep pace. MetalTrace® is a response to those customer
needs. Many of our customers deal with more than MTRs in their quality assurance departments
or across their quality assurance processes. As well as Mill Test Reports our customers are
working with a variety of forms and lists that report the results of internal and third party testing of
their products. As part of the shipping paperwork, our customers’ value added services is
complete packages of the required documentation. MetalTrace® serves that purpose.
Many of our customers ask us for services and new functionality to meet increased document
management needs. MetalTrace® has support for unlimited document types. Each document
type can be configured so that common indexes (such as PO#s) that identify packages for
shipping or other purposes can easily assemble the Mill Test Reports and associated quality
assurance documents. This is another way that MetalTrace® can provide increased customer
service, another way that our customers become preferred vendors.
MetalTrace® products allow for unlimited documents and unsurpassed indexing, each document
with up to sixty indexing criteria to track all important aspects of a document as well as all
important information regarding where a document was used or to whom the product it applies to
was sold.
MetalTrace® products have the capability to print, fax, email or output documents to CD or DVD.
MetalTrace® products can be used at the desktop level, Local Area Network, Wide Area Network
or via the Internet via a browser to whoever needs it in your organization or even your customers,
if you choose.
MetalTrace® is scalable to your level of document throughput, equipment budget and support
capabilities. MetalTrace® can be upgraded as your needs change.
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